THURSDAY, 9 July 802.3 STARTS AT 8:30 AM

0830-0850  Administrative Matters
            - Circulate Attendance book
            - Agenda setting
            - Verification of Voter List
            - Input on Executive Matters
              802.3 position on 802.5 PAR
            - Chairman's actions items
              10/100 Ad Hoc
            - Distribute Irvine minutes
            - Announce LaJolla minutes completion, to be posted by Monday
            - Books distribution
            - Report on 802.3 Operating Rules

            Geoff Thompson

0850-0900  Maintenance & Publication Issues
            - Accomplishments and plans for progress

            David Law

0910-0920  Interpretation Requests
            - Accomplishments this week
            - Motions/Plans for progress

            David Law

0920-0950  1000BASE-T(802.3ab)
            - Accomplishments this week, Review of changes to preview draft
            - Report of plans for progress, Interim meeting announcement
            - Motion to forward to WG Ballot

            George Eisler

0950-1010  BREAK

1010-1025  VLAN TAG Task Force (802.3ac)
            - Accomplishments this week
            - Proposed plans for progress
            - Motion to forward to Sponsor Recirculation & to RevCOM/Stds Bd?

            Ian Crayford

1025-1040  Link Aggregation Task Force (802.3ad)
            - Accomplishments this week
            - Interim meeting announcement

            Steve Haddock

1040-1050  10/100 Ad Hoc/Liaison to TIA

            Geoff Thompson

1050-1100  Report from GLAN-CFI

            Khaled Amer

1100-1110  Report from Congestion Control, Extending Dot3x Flow Control-CFI

            Fouad A. Tobagi

1210-1215  Wrap-up
            - Action item review
            - Announcement of future meetings
            - Acknowledgments
            - Adjourn